September Update
Another event has passed, and the Rebellettes of Cork take another All-Ireland
camogie crown.
Their 8th title in the last 14 years, the People's Republic of Cork certainly know how
to produce sporting women of the highest calibre.
Just like Dublin in the football last week, the favourite wins this selection. And also
like last week, 56% of the entrants picked them.
In this instance, the correct selection earns four points, which tends to show that the
camogie championship is more open than the men's football.
The county that produced Sonia O'Sullivan continues to produce female athletes that
the entire country can be proud of.

Competition Update
Sarah Mannion is holding on by her fingertips, but she's still got the Top Spot with
only one selection to go.
The Charging Light Brigade of Noel Flaherty, Martin Scarry and Barry Flood are
moving towards the finishing line at frightening speed.
It reminds me of that scene in "The Matrix" where all the bullets are flying at Neo and
he is dodging them in slow-motion.
Can Sarah dodge them for one more week and claim the prize? Who is going to get
the nod at the line first?
Blue pill, Red Pill ?

The first three on the leader board have been in the Top 10 since May, so they have
shown remarkable consistency all year.
Sarah has some high quality sports fans trying to catch her.
Noel Flaherty is a fervent Spurs and West United fan, so he knows Eamonn Deacy
Park well.
We already advised that Martin Scarry was one to watch from early in the summer.
This Padraig Pearse clubman would bleed hurls and sliotars if he got a cut, so they
both know their stuff
Barry Flood is also moving into position at the right time.
With a possible 9 points on offer for the All-Ireland Ladies Football Final, anyone in
the Top 12 could claim the top prize.
Cork win is 4 points, and a Dublin win is 9 points.
If this competition has taught me anything, it is that we don't know what will happen!

% of final picks shown on the snapshot below.
Table of scores attached, and a page to the updated student competition, good luck
to Nicky Faherty in that one.
Good luck all, Scoil Mhuire Parents Association

